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Open Questions beyond the Standard Model
	What is the origin of particle masses?

	due to a Higgs boson?
	Why so many flavours of matter particles?
	What is the dark matter in the Universe?
	Unification of fundamental forces?
	Quantum theory of gravity?

LHC
LHC
LHC
LHC
LHC
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Data
	Electroweak precision observables
	Flavour physics observables
	gμ - 2
	Higgs mass
	Dark matter
	LHC




Topics
	Top dynamics
	Heavy ions: hard
	Flavour dynamics and CP
	W/Z bosons
	Top properties
	Soft physics
	Higgs
	QCD
	Susy
	Heavy flavour production & rare decays
	Heavy ions: soft
	Exotica

	Soft physics
	Heavy ions
	QCD
	Heavy flavours
	W/Z bosons
	Top physics
	Higgs
	Susy
	Exotica
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Reflections on Diffraction
	LHC7 already a big playground for diffraction
	Elastic scattering, total σ, rapidity gaps, …






	Even more phase space @ LHC14




Need to Develop Diffractive Calculus
	Early attempt: Reggeon Field Theory

	For the aficionados:
	L not Hermitian, but is a sensible theory with unitarity, positive spectrum
	‘PT’-symmetric theory
	BFKL
	Contemporary approach: Holographic Pomeron
	For the aficionados: Pomeron related to 5D graviton 
	Playground for LHC14?




TOTEM and ALFA
	Elastic scattering:







	Theorists do not have much reason to be proud!
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Hot and Dense Hadronic Matter
Collide heavy nuclei at high energies to create …
… and probe the quark-hadron
phase transition
Recreate the first 10-6 seconds …

Properties described by 
AdS/CFT correspondence 
suggested by string theory:
Viscosity, jet quenching, …?
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An Almost Perfect Fluid
Collide heavy nuclei at high energies to create …

Flow pattern explained 
by initial conditions
Challenge: measure viscosity before/after
minimum: Hard probes for high T?


Anisotropic flow with
very low viscosity
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What is this 
New Medium?


Jets absorbed (quenched)
Particle production
suppressed out to large pT
Challenge for theorists: calculate quantitatively
Challenge for experiments: measure pA collisions



Complex
agenda
for
C & B
Physics
LHCb and
B factories
complementary



B Physics      SUSY
	Bs and Bd mass differences
	BR(Bs,d  μ+μ-)
	BR(Bu  τ+ν)
	BR(b  s γ)
	Isospin asymmetry in BK* γ decay
	B K* l+l-
	BR(B  Dτν)
	BR(Ds  τν, μν)
	CP asymmetry in b  s γ decay






Bs μ+μ-: the Story so Far
	Best-fit value ≠ 0
	Consistent with Standard Model value
	Also consistent with significantly larger value
	Supersymmetry 
	LHC7 discovery?
	LHC14 measurement?
	On to Bs μ+μ- ?




Bs  J/ψ ϕ: the Story so Far
	Hint of large CP asymmetry from CDF/D0
	Consistent with dimuon asymmetry

	Theory?
	LHCb consistent

	with SM
	Precision needed
	Need LHC14




BBC

LHCb




CP Violation in Charm
	A new frontier opened
	Up by LHCb
	3.5 σ at the moment:

	10 × larger than SM estimate, but difficult to calculate
	No consensus yet whether BSM required
	Are there more charming surprises in store?




W/Z Physics

Looking forward to Improved
measurements of MW
@ Tevatron, LHC

LHC7 data already
constraining
parton distributions
Important ingredient
in constraining MH,
supersymmetry



Triple-Gauge Couplings

LHC entering game:
Looking forward to improved
measurements

Impressive & thorough
measurements @ Tevatron
Potential new arena
For precision tests @ LHC14



Multiple W/Z Boson Couplings
Accuracies
for triple
couplings
Multi-boson
final states
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Top Mass

Tevatron ~ 0.5%

Important for constraining
MH, supersymmetry, …
What is being measured?
Need to clarify definition of mt: pole, running, …?

LHC
getting
into the
game



Top Production
Many
Theoretical
Speculations:
Z’, axigluon, …
Cannot measure
Directly @ LHC:
T, tbar have different
Rapidity distributions

Tevatron discrepancy
with Standard Model

 First LHC
measurements



Top Spin
Correlation
Different predictions
@ Tevatron, LHC
(q-qbar vs gg collisions)
depend on mass
Potential for constraining
novel production mechanisms



Higgs Hunting
@ Tevatron 
& LHC

*





Combining the Information from Previous Direct Searches and Indirect Data
mH = 125 ± 10 GeV
Gfitter collaboration

*





     
     
     
Higgs
coupling
blows up
Higgs
potential
collapses
Higgs coupling less
than in Standard Model
A Victory for the Standard Model!
There must be New Physics beyond the Higgs Boson
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Higgs + Higher-Order Operators
Precision EW data suggest they are small: why?
Do not discard possibility of heavy Higgs
Corridor to
heavy Higgs?
Barbieri, Strumia
But conspiracies
are possible: mH
could be large, 
even if  believe
EW data …?
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Theoretical Constraints on Higgs Mass
	Large Mh → large self-coupling → blow up at low energy scale Λ due to 

	renormalization
	Small: renormalization 

	due to t quark drives 
	quartic coupling < 0
	at some scale Λ
	→ vacuum unstable
	Bounds on Λ depend on Higgs mass

Espinosa, JE, Giudice, Hoecker, Riotto, arXiv0906.0954


LHC 90%
exclusion
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Elementary Higgs or Composite?
	Higgs field: 

		<0|H|0> ≠ 0
	Quantum loop problems



	Fermion-antifermion condensate
	Just like QCD, BCS superconductivity
	Top-antitop condensate? needed mt > 200 GeV

  New technicolour force?
    inconsistent with 
    precision electroweak data?
  Cut-off Λ ~ 1 TeV with
 	Supersymmetry?
Cutoff 
Λ = 10 TeV
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Interpolating Models
	Combination of Higgs boson and vector ρ




	Two main parameters: mρ and coupling gρ
	Equivalently ratio weak/strong scale:

				gρ / mρ
Grojean, Giudice, Pomarol, Rattazzi 
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What if the Higgs is not quite a Higgs?
	Tree-level Higgs couplings ~ masses
	Coefficient ~ 1/v
	Couplings ~ dilaton of scale invariance
	Broken by Higgs mass term –μ2, anomalies
	Cannot remove μ2 (Coleman-Weinberg)
	Anomalies give couplings to γγ, gg
	Generalize to pseudo-dilaton of  new (nearly) conformal strongly-interacting sector
	Couplings ~ m/V (V > v?), additions to anomalies
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A Phenomenological Profile of a Pseudo-Dilaton
	New strongly-interacting sector at scale ~ V
	Pseudo-dilaton only particle with mass << V
	Universal suppression of couplings to Standard Model particles ~ v/V
	Γ(gg) may be enhanced
	Γ(γγ) may be suppressed
	Modified self-couplings
	Pseudo-baryons 

	as dark matter?

Compilation
of constrainrs
Campbell, JE, Olive: to appear
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Higgsless Models?
	Four-dimensional versions:

	Strong WW scattering @ TeV, incompatible with precision data?
	Break EW symmetry by boundary conditions in extra dimension:

	delay strong WW scattering to ~ 10 TeV?
	Kaluza-Klein modes: mKK > 300 GeV?
	compatibility with precision data?
	Warped extra dimension + brane kinetic terms?

Lightest KK mode @ few 00 GeV, strong WW @ 6-7 TeV 

*





Search for Vector Resonance in Higgsless Model
Vector resonance structure in WZ scattering
Simulation of resonance structure in mWZ @ LHC

*





The Stakes in the Higgs Search
	How is gauge symmetry broken?
	Is there any elementary scalar field?
	Would have caused phase transition in the Universe when it was about 10-12 seconds old
	May have generated then the matter in the Universe: electroweak baryogenesis
	A related inflaton might have expanded the Universe when it was about 10-35 seconds old 
	Contributes to today’s dark energy: 1060 too much!
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Measurements of Higgs Couplings
	Some decays limited by statistics
	Others limited by systematics


*





The Spin of the Higgs Boson @ LHC
Higher mass: angular correlations 
in H → ZZ decays
Low mass: if H →γγ,
It cannot have spin 1

*





Higgs Self-Coupling @ Hi-Lum LHC?
Measure triple-Higgs-boson coupling with 
accuracy comparable to 0.5 TeV ILC?


Awaits confirmation by detailed experimental simulation

*





SUSY vs Data
	Electroweak precision observables
	Flavour physics observables
	gμ - 2
	Higgs mass
	Dark matter
	LHC




MasterCode: O.Buchmueller, JE et al.




Quo Vadis
g - 2?
	Strong discrepancy between BNL experiment and e+e- data:
	now ~ 3.6 
	Better agreement between e+e- experiments
	Increased discrepancy between BNL experiment and  decay data
	now ~ 2.4 
	Convergence between e+e- experiments  and  decay data
	More credibility?


*





MSSM: > 100 parameters








Minimal Flavour Violation: 13 parameters 
(+ 6 violating CP)
SU(5) unification: 7 parameters
NUHM2: 6 parameters
NUHM1 = SO(10): 5 parameters
CMSSM: 4 parameters
mSUGRA: 3 parameters
String?
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… nevertheless
Supersymmetric Dark Matter in View of 1/fb of LHC Data
John ELLIS,
King’s College London
& Guest Professor @ CERN
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Supersymmetry Searches @ LHC
Jets + missing energy (+ lepton(s))
Applicable to NUHM, CMSSM, VCMSSM, mSUGRA
but need other strategies for other models

*








68% & 95% 
CL contours
….. pre-LHC
___ LHC 1/fb



Dropping gμ - 2 allows masses up to dark matter limit
….. pre-LHC
___ LHC 1/fb
Impact of dropping
gμ-2 constraint



Favoured values of gluino mass significantly
above pre-LHC, > 1 TeV
….. pre-LHC
___ LHC 1/fb
Gluino mass



Favoured values of BR(Bs μ+μ-) above SM value !
(due to increase in tan β)
+ LHCb
Bs μ+μ-
….. pre-LHC
___ LHC 1/fb
--- with CDF



Favoured values of Mh ~ 119 GeV:
Coincides with value consistent with LHC !
Higgs mass




	CMSSM





	

	NUHM1





	

What if Higgs has Best-Fit Mass?
If mh = 119 GeV




	3 years LHC14

	Hi-Lum LHC & beyond

Supersymmetric Prospects





Likelihoods for sparticle thresholds in e+e-
CMSSM
NUHM1
O.Buchmueller, JE et al: arXiv:1110.3568



Hi-Lumi LHC Physics Reach compared
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The Fun is just Beginning
	LHC7 may well resolve Higgs issue
	LHC7 (or 8) unlikely to resolve SUSY issue

	(or other BSM scenarios)
	Premium on increasing Ecm towards 14 TeV
	Prospects for L factor 500 with Hi-Lumi LHC
	What next?
	Higgs factory? CLIC? High-E LHC?
	The fat lady will not sing for a long time! 
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